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Trip report                      Bronte Park 17
th
-19

th
 November  

 

Numbers attending our traditional Bronte Park weekend this year were down from the usual eighteen 

or nineteen with only a dozen members turning up. Six were accommodated in “England” and six in 

“Australia”. The cottages had been given a lick of paint here and there and had some rugs scattered 

around, probably to justify this year’s increase in price. But they are only a base for resting in in 

between fishing forays and they served that purpose. 

 

After settling in most headed off to do a bit of 

exploring and checking out favourite spots. The 

fresh north-east to north-west winds which were 

to stay with us all weekend made most settle for 

the shacks and boat ramp area, although Geoff 

found a nice area out of the wind just off the 

road  in Bronte Bay…….one of those spots that 

is seldom given much attention because “it’s too 

near the road and everyone stops to watch you”  

( We’re a strange lot us fly fishers; we’d rather 

go bashing through the bush to a spot where we 

don’t catch anything than fish in comfort ten 

metres from the car. ) Geoff didn’t catch 

anything there but he was chasing fish rising to black spinners. Not a lot of fish were caught on 

Friday and most spent the evening deciding where they were going on Saturday. 
 

Saturday dawned even windier and hotter than Friday.  Ron and Linden made a smart decision and 

headed off to Derwent Bridge to check out the river there.  I went to the Woodwards canal area and 

walked up to the broadwater, which was a waste of time because it was too windy to get a line out. 

However, after managing to not tread on the biggest tiger snake I have ever seen, I did spend a 

frustrating couple of hours chasing fish that were leaping to red spinners in the calm water between 

the levee and the string of islands. Four or five flies were tried to no avail and when I did finally find 

a fly that a decent fish took I struck too soon.  Ron and Linden returned from a successful couple of 

hours on the Derwent, where they each got two fish, and the three of us crossed over the road to 

Brady’s Lake to see if we could find some water out of the wind.  
 

Brady’s was moderately sheltered but very low, so 

low in fact that the weed reached the surface along 

most of the shoreline and there was an island exposed 

that has not been seen on previous visits. There was a 

little water coming in from Bronte and Ron did his 

Czech nymphing in the current there and finished up 

with about a dozen fish. Unfortunately they were all 

redfin.  Linden crossed over the bridge and found a 

nice deep bay out of the wind where he got a nice fish 

on a scud pattern. I got nothing but weed.  
 

In the evening those that didn’t go to the restaurant 

for the evening went out fishing again. Linden picked 

up another nice fish along the Currant Bush Shore and I managed to catch a small one from amongst 

the decent fish that were taking black spinners in the calm slick under the trees. 

 

Back in England we were joined for the evening by some of the crew from Australia for the usual 

debriefing and swapping of stories ( and collection of monies ). Lots of Snake Tales too. Strangely, 

for the second monthly outing in a row no fish were caught by the four members who fished from 

boats. Maybe that’s because it was red and black spinner time and the fish weren’t going far from 

the shores, although trollers back at the ramp were reporting a few catches, as were fly fishers using 

dun patterns off the shack shore. 
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Sunday morning saw most heading off to try Little Pine and other places on the way home. They 

were disappointed. Little Pine was being stirred to a froth by a strong northwesterly and there wasn’t 

a soul to be seen fishing there. I decided to check out Arthurs Lake at Pumphouse Bay but on the 

way stopped to have a look at the Shannon river. It was crystal clear, like an aquarium, and flowing 

gently with the water being released from Great lake. But in 1½ hours there I saw nothing…..not 

even the shoals of galaxia that move up from the lagoon. Maybe another month or so. 
 

Two members that I know of stayed around before heading home. Ron went and fished the 

whitewater between Bronte and Brady’s, and Stephen went back to Pine Tier Lagoon. Both caught 

fish. 
 

So, summing up, it was an enjoyable weekend despite the wind and heat. Just about everybody 

reported coming across clouds of red and/or black spinners and getting frustrated trying to catch the 

fish feeding on them. However, quite a few fish were caught, notably by Linden and Stephen who 

had five or six each. Well done you two.  The only unfortunate note is that two rods got broken over 

the weekend. Fortunately, neither of them were mine.  

                                                                                                                   Alan Taylor  

                                                                                                             

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Walking in the steps of greatness.Walking in the steps of greatness.Walking in the steps of greatness.Walking in the steps of greatness. 
 

Thursday the 10-11-17 will be a day I won’t forget, it’s been 27 years in the making since I read my 

first David Scholes book, “Trout Days”, and it was a postcard day on the Macquarie at Barton, my 

first time there.  
 

Arriving at around 11.00 am anticipating a red spinner hatch I bumped into Alan Taylor. He decided 

to go downstream to a pool he knows does quite well when a hatch comes off. And a hatch was 

starting to happen. I noticed Alan had tied a Royal Coachman on, so I tied a red tag on to mix things 

up a bit. Alan was quietly getting refusals and I had an inquiry with the tag. The sun now was at a 

very good and penetrating  position  and I could clearly see they were on the emergers, so I changed 

to possum/claret looking thing and had instant results, only to miscue on the strike, a little too soon. 

It was a bit shy of a kilo and that certainly got the heart going. Next cast a 6 inch brownie swam 

straight up to my emerger and within its body length turned and went on it’s way picking up the tit 

bits around the surface.  
 

That’s fishing and I’m addicted. 

                                                                                               

       

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                               Keith Blewett      (kob2001@live.com.au ) 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
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Drifting a River                 November 2017 
 

I made a statement last month that I am surprised was not challenged. I said “a true “troutie” revels 

in the walk and stalk and loves fishing places boats can’t go.” Well that is not quite true. I think I 

have established the fact that I am a true “troutie”. I love walking and stalking. But I also love 

fishing from boats. This month I want to talk about fishing from a drift boat. Drifting a river opens 

up new opportunities to fish but it can also provide special challenges for your casting. 
 

Drift boats are not a common sight in Australia. They do exist and if you fish the Macquarie River in 

Tasmania you will often see Peter Hayes in his Hyde Drift boats, Karen and Peter Brooks in their 

beautiful handcrafted wooden boats or Daniel Hackett in his rubber duckies.  A few years ago you 

would have also seen my aluminum punt drifting down the river.  

 

 
 

  
 

In Victoria the Goulburn Valley Fly Fishing Centre operates ClackaCraft drift boats on the Goulburn 

River and on the Swampy Plains River in NSW. Apart from these you would be hard pressed to find 

a drift boat on the rest of the mainland. That doesn’t mean people don’t fish from drifting boats. It 

just means we don’t have many places where these specialist drift boats operate. 
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Drift boats are usually associated with fishing for trout. However, there are many opportunities to 

drift a saltwater river. Since moving to Coffs Harbour I have replaced the “drift boat”  that I used in 

Tasmania with another flat bottom punt. Now I drift the saltwater estuaries. The boat is slightly 

larger and has a bigger motor to cope with the tides but for all intents and purposes it is the same 

drift boat. I now use it to drift for luderick, bream and mullet in my local saltwater rivers. It’s not the 

same as fishing for trout but when it comes to casting you need the same skills. 
 

On a recent trip to Thornton in Victoria where we fished the Goulburn River by drift boat I asked 

guide David Pickering what he thought were the most important casting skills you need to fish from 

a drift boat. I think I already knew the answer but it was good to have it confirmed by someone who 

has spent many years guiding fly fishers in a drift boat. We came to the same conclusion that to fish 

from a drifting boat you must have accuracy, line mending skills and line control. It doesn’t matter if 

you are fishing from a specialist drift boat for trout or any boat on a saltwater river system these 

three skills are essential. 
 

 
 
 

I’ve already written a lot about accuracy and all that is still relevant to casting from a boat. But 

fishing from a drifting boat brings a few new challenges. The boat and the water are moving. Your 

target is often moving. And you may only get one shot. When we practice our casting we often aim 

at stationary targets at a set distance. We make multiple false casts and have multiple shots. This is a 

luxury not often afforded when fishing from a drifting boat. You have to learn to present the fly with 

the minimum of false casts. If you don’t hit your target first time the boat may have drifted too far or 

the fish has been disturbed. Judging distance has to be done by eye not marks on a fly line. You can’t 

hover the fly over the fish. You have to learn to calculate where the fish will be by the time your fly 

lands on the water.  
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All this requires practice before you get into a drift boat. If you want to practice with hoops for 

targets scatter them around at different distance and angles. Have someone call random targets for 

you to hit. See how quickly and accurately you can get your fly to the target with one cast. Learn to 

change direction with spey casts instead of false casting over the boat. If you have to false cast do so 

away from the fish before you make your presentation cast. It helps to have a fly line that you can 

see but not too bright to scare the fish. It doesn’t matter if you are trying to cast to a trout on the 

Macquarie, or a bream in Boambee Creek, learn to cast accurately in all situations and your catch 

rate will increase.  

 

 
 

After casting accurately, the next important skill is being able to mend line. Because the boat is 

moving and there are currents you need to be able to put slack in the line so the fly moves naturally. 

In the case of a dry fly you don’t want drag. With a nymph or a weed fly and indicator you want 

your fly to move through the water without being pulled. Even fish such as bottom dwelling luderick 

don’t like an indicator being moved over their heads. So you have to learn to mend the line. Mends 

are made by moving the rod after the cast has been made. That can occur in the air or on the water. 

Most people have problems with mends, not because they are difficult to perform, but because they 

don’t know which one to use. Being able to assess a situation and work out how you can present 

your fly naturally is the most critical aspect of mending your fly line.  
 

How to mend your fly line should probably be the subject for another day.  There are a number of 

different mends you can use as well as slack line casts. The important thing to remember is to make 

up your mind how you want to present your fly and get it right the first time. Re-positioning your 

line after you have cast and mended only serves to disturb the fish. You can practice your mends on 

dry land but you can’t learn how to read the water and know what mend to use. In this case nothing 

beats time on the water and experience. 
 

 

Line control is as important for someone fishing from a boat as it is for the wading angler. If the boat 

is not well set up it can be even more important as there are lots of objects to snare the line and get in 

the way. Learning line control is a little like learning to drive a car. The easy part is where to hold 

the steering wheel and what to do with your feet. The hard part is being aware of everything that is 

going on around you. How many times have you caught a tree on your backcast? Most of us have 

even when we know they are there. In a moving boat you have to be more aware. Trees that were not 

there last time you looked suddenly pop up behind you. The wind changes direction every time you 

turn a corner of the river. Fish have a habit of appearing on both sides of the boat. 
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You need to be constantly thinking when you are fishing from a drifting boat. If your mind is not on 

the job you could miss that fish of a lifetime because you put your foot on the line or forget to check 

your backcast. A change of wind direction can cause your line to hit someone in the other end of the 

boat or blow your fly off target. Like driving a car, you need to be aware of everything that is going 

on around you and anticipate what might happen and what you might do about it. Add to that what 

the fish might do and you begin to appreciate the complex task we set ourselves. Little wonder that 

we often end a day of fishing from a boat feeling tired and exhausted. But when we manage to put it 

all together with accurate casts, good mends and line control we often meet with success. And all the 

practice and effort will have been worthwhile. 
 

                                                                                                                                Allan Ekert  
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Flashing lights and vibes  
 

In October there was an item on the the Inland Fisheries Service website about the legality or 

otherwise of some new lures on the market that contain lights and vibrate. It turns out that despite 

what the dealers say such lures are illegal in Tasmania.  
 

Under the regulations….. 'A person at any inland waters must not have possession of a device of an 

electric, electronic, sonic or ultrasonic nature that is capable of being used for the purpose of 

attracting or influencing the movement of fish. 

Penalty: Fine of not less than 1 penalty unit and not more than 5 penalty units'.  
 

Reading that got me worried as I have been experimenting with 

luminous material in my stick caddis pattern.  Instead of the 

usual piece of yellow chenille, wool or whatever representing 

the grub I have been tying in a sliver of light green luminous 

plastic. I zap that with one of those little UV torches and it 

shines for an hour or so. It looks good in a dark room but I 

haven’t yet tied one on when out fishing. I am also tying a 

piece onto the back of booby flies which get used in deep, dark 

water. I may even add a piece to woolly buggers, fuzzy- 

wuzzies or any other fly I fish after dark. They have been using lumo flies in New Zealand for years 

but I thought I’d better check as the UV torch in my possession could be interpreted as an 

electric/electronic device capable of attracting fish.  So I emailed the IFS to check. They must have 

had a long think about it because it took them nearly three weeks to reply, but I have it in writing 

that it’s not a problem. 
 

By the way, the luminous material I am using comes off of some multi led torches sold at the Reject 

Shop or Shiploads. They have a synthetic rubber wrap-around grip on them that absorbs light in the 

daytime then shines in the dark so that you can find the torch when the lights go out. It doesn’t 

matter what colour the rubber on the torch is, the luminous shine is always pale green.  
 

P.S.  The stick caddis pictured above is a simple one that works for me. It has a body of brown micro 

chenille bound to the hook with tying thread dubbed with fiery brown seals fur. 
 

                                                                                                                             Alan Taylor  

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

“If I say it’s a fish, it’s a fish. 

If I say rock, it’s a rock. If you insist on casting to it, I WILL walk away.  

If the rock swims away as I walk past, we never ever speak of it again”  ……………………..       

………………….Well known NZ fishing guide, Chris Dore,in briefing notes to clients. 
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Fly of the Month       The Scud 

 
The Scud is a Crustacean. A relative of the slaters you will find 

under pieces of rotting wood. If you like to be precise they are: 

 

Class: Crustacea 

Order: Amphipoda 

Family: 

Gammaridae 

 

 

 
Unlike slaters the Scud spends all its life in the water. And 

unlike all the other maddeningly variable flies we try and use 

the scud looks exactly the same from hatching to death. No 

nymph, emerger, dun or spinner. Just a bigger version of the 

same thing. The variables with Scud are their colours. However 

olive green or brown covers most of them. Some people do tie them with success with fluro pink or fluro 

orange body. This is particularly useful if you are wanting a fly that will double as a good shrimp imitation as 

well. The following description from Rob Sloane is helpful. “Amphipods are on the tiny side (5–10 mm) with 

a short, laterally compressed body and a rounded, hunch-back appearance. Natural colours are generally 

pale yellow to pale green. They are active swimmers and crawlers and often appear in mating couplets. 

Amphipods can be extremely abundant in lake shallows, particularly at Little Pine Lagoon and throughout 

the Little Pine River system in the Western Lakes, where hundreds can be picked up with one fistful of 

weed.”  

 

Every healthy body of water with an abundance of weed beds will have Scud and Shrimp. And they will 

typically be in greater abundance than nymphs. They are one of the classic inclusions in a Czech nymph rig 

and as I have found they work very effectively when fished as the last fly in a nymph rig over weed beds. 

 

Being a fly tier of little skill I cannot vouch for the pattern included.  

 

Simple Scud Fly Tying Recipe: 
 

Hook: #08-18 Tiemco 2457 

Thread: Olive UTC 70 

Weight: .015 Lead Wire 

Tail/Antenna: Partridge 

Rib: 4X Clear Mono 

Flash: Medium Pearlescent Tinsel 

Casing: 1/8″ Scud Back 

Body: Olive Scud Dub Dubbing 
 

The website http://globalflyfisher.com has pages of video descriptions on tying different styles of Scud; as 

does YouTube.  

                                                                                                                                                       Linden Green  

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Linden has had a fair amount of success with the Scud pattern just lately and readily agreed to write the Fly of 

the Month for November.     Thanks, Linden.  

 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  

 
He who shall not be able to make a trout fly , after studying these diagrams and directions, must be deficient in either 

brains or manual dexterity………….Edward Fitzgibbon 1853  
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I like tying flies     by     Don Cameron  

 

I don’t know why I wrote this. Sometimes I enjoy useless things or events. Even useless things can 

soothe the soul. I love watching clouds scuttle a sky or looking at Stephen’s brilliant mayfly photo 

on Facebook.  Does no good to anyone, but it does soothe the soul. That’s why we get out fishing or 

taking photos or tying flies because it soothes the soul. 
 

As I said I like tying flies. When tying flies I dream of the fish taking the offerings of the fumbling 

fingers creation. The creations are never perfect or as I envisaged.  While applying the head cement I 

always say, “well that will still catch a fish”. Some of the finished flies are that bad I attack with the 

Gillette blade to save the hook. I have always been as stingy as the fish have been indiscriminate. 

That’s one reason why I like tying flies. 
 

The beginning of the season sees my fly box looking very organized and only looking that way 

because of “nothing else to do” winter days. All the number 16 brown seals fur nymphs are lined up 

next to the number 14 brown seals fur nymphs and stay that way till the first fishing day. When 

fishing I find it very hard to recognize what size fly I have just cut off from my leader.  Rather than 

removing a fly to compare, I invariably put it back in next to something else to sort out later.  Later 

never comes and because we don’t have “nothing else to do” summer days” the fly box becomes that 

disorganized it might as well be a glass jar. The fly box reminds me of Mum’s glass jar containing 

dozens of used buttons. 
 

I have felt a lot better about fly box organization since I read an article in Field & Stream by Kirk 

Deeter called “Fly Box Organization: It’s Overrated.”  I particularly liked this comment. “Problem 

is, once the fishing starts, my bug organization skills are about as stable as radium”. If you have a 

messy fly box read the article, it will allow you to hold your head up in company. 
 

We can always argue why we do things a certain way and rationalize the action. I don’t like to fish 

more than one fly as I feel that fishing multiple flies seems to me to be covering all bets. I know 

more fish are caught that way. Less fish seem to be caught on a single fly and that is why multiple 

flies are becoming a very popular way to fish. Even at World Championships multiple flies are used.  

So why don’t I follow the trend?  I suppose my rationale is, when I have not caught a fish, I can 

always argue that I am fishing THE HARD WAY and then I don’t feel like a failure. Another reason 

I don’t fish multiple flies is that I don’t want the other flies getting hooked up on obstacles when 

fighting a fish. When watching others playing a fish this rarely seems to happen much so I must be 

illogical or something. 
 

This brings me back to the messy fly box. If I fished multiple flies my fly box would be that messy I 

would need an Excel spreadsheet to keep track of the used flies that remind me of Mums button jar.  

 

                                                                                                                                         Don 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Facebook Picture of the Month  

 

 

Alec selected this picture of 

Ron casting a line on the South 

Esk River as the banner picture 

for the month of November on 

the club Facebook page. 

 

Picture posted on 29
th
 October 

by Alan T. 
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2017 Lindsay Haslem Memorial Flyfishing Competition   

 

Dates:   Saturday 16
th
  and  Sunday 17

th
  December 

 

Competition times:  10.00 am Saturday until 3.00 pm Sunday  
 

Venue:   Penstock Lagoon 
 

Weigh-in :   Camping area near boat ramp 
 

Weigh-in times :  5.00 pm Saturday and 3.00 pm to 4.00 pm Sunday 
 

Open to current financial members of the CFFCA holding a valid Tasmanian licence. 
 

The angler with the most points at the end of the two days will win the Lindsay  

Haslem Memorial Trophy  
 

The points system will be as follows:- 
 

100 points for each fish caught and 1 point per millimetre in length of fish. 
 

Note:  The legal size limit for Penstock Lagoon fish  is 420mm with a bag limit of three fish per day.  
 

All fish to be caught at Penstock Lagoon on fly. Fish to be cleaned and gutted for measuring and 

weighing. 
 

In the event of two or more anglers having the same number of points the angler with the most fish 

will be the winner. If two or more anglers have the same number of fish and points, the angler with 

the highest overall weight of fish will be the winner. 
 

All fish will be measured with the same apparatus. Fins will be clipped on weigh in. 

 
 

Calendar  
 

December  10
th
    :-  Christmas BBQ at our  casting venue on the Isle of Shalom, Lake Louise, Grindelwald.  

                                 BYO food and drinks. There will be a gas barbie to do the cooking on. There’s a fair bit 

                                 of room around the table in the pavilion but take your usual picnic tables and chairs for 

                                 sitting outside. No set time to get there, about 11 o’clock would be fine. 
 

                  13
th
     :- Meeting  

 

         16
th
- 17

th
      :- Penstock Lagoon for the Lindsay Haslem Memorial Trophy. Competition is run over  

                                two days but you can fish either the Saturday or the Sunday, or both. Fish all night if you 

                                wish. Trophy is just as likely to be won by someone who just comes up for a few hours 

                                 on one of the days……..it has happened.   Full rules and conditions above. 
 

                  21
st        

 :- Last Thursday casting clinic for the year.  First one next year is on January 18
th
. 

                                
                       
Looking ahead     :- Names now being taken for the popular January trip to the Tiger Hut at Liawenee on 

                                weekend 19
th
-20

th
-21

st
.  See email dated 20

th
 October for details. 

                                Text   Alan Taylor on 0427 432 051 or email tay3one@bigpond.com   Names registered 

                                so far:- Pat Dickson, Alan Taylor, Bruce Irwin, Keith Blewett, Alan Milson, Don  

                               Cameron, Peter Radford, Bob Wolf, and Chris Cohen.  
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 

Next newsletter due second half of December. Any contributions by about the 15
th
, please. The editor reserves the right 

to edit without altering meaning or intent of items submitted. 
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
                                                                                                                                                   Why is abbreviation such a long word ? 

 


